Abstract-Negative bias temperature instability is studied in thick and thin gate oxide p-MOSFETs. The relative contributions of interface-and bulk-trap generation to this device degradation mode are analyzed for a wide range of stress bias and stress temperature. The effects of gate voltage and oxide field, as well as those of inversion layer holes, impact ionized hot holes, and hot electrons on interface-and bulk-trap generation, are identified. The bulk-trap generation process is interpreted within the modified anode-hole injection model and the mechanism of interface-trap generation is modeled within the framework of the classical reaction-diffusion theory. The diffusion species for interface-trap generation is unambiguously identified. Moreover, a high-temperature, diffusion-triggered, enhanced interface-trap generation mechanism is discussed for thin gate oxide p-MOSFETs. Finally, a novel scaling methodology is proposed for interface-trap generation that helps in obtaining a simple, analytical model useful for reliability projection.
I. INTRODUCTION
N EGATIVE bias temperature instability (NBTI) of p-MOSFET parameters (threshold voltage, linear and saturation drain current, transconductance, gate to drain capacitance, etc.) is an important reliability issue for modern ICs. Though first observed more than 30 years ago in nonvolatile memory devices [1] , [2] , NBTI has now become an important reliability concern both for mainstream digital, as well as analog CMOS circuits [3] - [21] . This is primarily due to the relatively recent introduction of surface channel p-MOSFETs for analog circuits and the scaling of gate oxide below 2 nm for digital circuits without corresponding scaling of their supply voltages.
After extensive characterization in the last few years, it has been found that NBTI 1) shows a power law time dependence with -0.3 [3] - [17] ; Manuscript received May 10, 2004 . The review of this paper was arranged by Editor G. Groeseneken.
S. Mahapatra 2) is a temperature-activated process with an activation energy of 0.1-0.2 eV [6] - [9] ; 3) at any given stress bias is more dominant for p-MOSFETs in inversion [9] , [11] ; 4) anneals significantly once the stress is removed [14] - [17] ; 5) gets suppressed if deuterium is used in place of hydrogen during passivation [7] ; 6) is influenced by the presence of water [18] , boron [6] , [8] , and nitrogen [12] near the interface; 7) is due to either (or both) interface and bulk-trap generation [10] , [15] . Though a number of attempts have been made to model NBTI [18] - [23] , none has attempted to explain the full experimental dataset within a common framework. This is largely due to the fact that the data published in the literature by different groups deal with different oxide thickness (with unspecified chemical composition and thickness identification techniques) and stress conditions (bias, temperature and stress time). Therefore, the collage of available data published by different groups does not allow unambiguous comparison of experimental parameters and therefore cause significant impediment to develop predictive theory and reproducible analysis.
In this paper, NBTI is systematically studied in p-MOSFETs having a wide range of physical oxide thickness but very similar oxide composition, for a wide range of gate and substrate bias and temperature (T) during stress. By using a single well-calibrated test setup, a large number of experiments were performed under carefully chosen stress conditions.
It is shown that interface-trap generation is present for all stress conditions and is governed by oxide electric field , inversion hole density P and diffusion of neutral molecular hydrogen away from the interface. For thick devices, long-time is governed by diffusion in gate oxide that shows a signature. However, thinner devices show a T-activated, independent long-time increase. This is identified to be due to faster diffusion after the diffusion front moves into the gate poly and therefore will be a potential NBTI enhancer for thin p-MOSFETs. is modeled within the framework of the classical reaction-diffusion (R-D) theory [19] , [20] , which leads to a unique scaling scheme [22] that promises to simplify future data analysis efforts.
Bulk-trap generation is found to occur at high (or high ) and is identified to be due to impact ionization and hot-hole generation in the substrate, which is triggered by , where EOT is the electrical oxide thickness (physical thickness plus poly depletion and quantum mechanical shift in substrate peak inversion layer density) obtained from C-V measurements, is the flatband voltage and is the surface potential. Stressing was performed at logarithmic time (t) intervals, which were periodically stopped to measure drain current , charge pumping (CP), and stress-induced leakage current (SILC). Threshold voltage was measured for all stress cases from data using the constant current method. To minimize the measurement delay between two successive stresses which could lead to damage relaxation [17] , rather than taking full I-V sweep a few data points were measured (close to initial ) to measure after stress. Interface-trap generation ( ; ) was calculated from multi-frequency CP measurements at a fixed pulse height (which follow measurements) for select stress cases. When required, gate current was measured on separate identically stressed devices. It is well known that (SILC) measured at is a good monitor for [24] . Multiple sweeps were carried out to nullify any trapped-charge effect during SILC measurements.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Generation of Interface and Bulk Traps During NBTI Stress
NBTI experiments involve stressing a device at a particular and T, with periodic I-V measurements to monitor parameter shift. In most cases, a high is chosen to accelerate the observed degradation within the measurement window, and it is a common presumption that the observed parameter shift and its associated time exponent is an interface-trap related phenomenon. However, we show in this section that bulk traps are also generated (in addition to interface traps) at high stress , which must be treated separately. Therefore, before attempting to understand the physics of interface degradation, one has to make sure the stress conditions are such that only interface-trap generation affects parameter degradation during NBTI experiments. Fig. 1 shows time evolution of a shift for p-MOSFETs stressed at room temperature (RT) in inversion under various stress and ( low, fixed). At low , shows a dependence with for the entire stress window. At high or high (low ), shows identical (as low , ) rate for short stress time but breaks off from the initial trend and drastically increases at long stress time. Break time decreases and post-break slope increases as or are increased. Bulk-Trap Generation at High Voltages: To understand the origin of such atypical but universal features in the NBTI characteristics and suspecting that such degradation may have non-NBTI related bulk-trap contribution, Fig. 2 plots (in a semi-log scale) SILC under identical stress conditions as Fig. 1 . SILC uses mid-thickness bulk traps for conduction and therefore correlates well with bulk-trap generation [24] . No SILC is observed for stress at low . On the other hand, SILC is clearly observed for stress at high or high (low ) and shows the characteristic time dependence (when plotted in a log-log scale, not shown), indicating generation. It is quite clear from Fig. 2 that the onset and magnitude of SILC matches very well with and obtained from data ( Fig. 1) under identical stress conditions. Note that bulk traps responsible for SILC are generally believed to be neutral [25] . However, since SILC and long-time enhanced shows identical time exponent and voltage acceleration, we believe a fraction of these neutral traps capture holes, become positively charged and contribute to shifts. Furthermore, we would like to point out that rather than plotting in the usual log-log scale, SILC is plotted in the semi-log scale to highlight the correlation between the onset of SILC and appearance of break in the shift data. Note that during NBT stress is due to and/or . Since SILC is not observed, it is therefore apparent that under low stress is due to only. Indeed, the time dependence of is a signature of generation as predicted by R-D model. For stress at high or high (low ), for short stress time is again governed by only (absence of SILC), while at long stress time is dominated by (with corresponding appearance of SILC), though is also present. Indeed, asymptotic at high stress shows a voltage acceleration of 4.95 V/dec, identical to that obtained for [26] . It is important to note that is present at all times for stress at high or high . However, it becomes significant (shows up as SILC and affects overall ) at longer stress time, which depends on the magnitude of and during stress. Therefore, we conclude that there could always be a significant contribution to NBTI data if stress and T are not carefully chosen. This explains the various time exponents observed at high stress biases during NBTI measurements [10] .
Having established the presence of bulk traps during NBTI, it is important to understand the physical origin of this process so that one could stay in safe test regions (primarily contribution) for all oxide thickness and voltage conditions. To explain the role of stress bias, Fig. 3 shows the energy band diagrams for p-MOSFET under constant voltage stress in inversion at (a) low , (b) high , and (c) low but high . At all (low to high) , generation is triggered by either electrons that tunnel from poly to substrate or by holes that are present at the substrate and tunnel into the oxide as shown in Fig. 3 (a) (more on this in Section III-B). At high , generation can be triggered either by high or by impact ionization and hot-hole generation at the substrate, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . However, a high stress at low keeps low and independently increases the hot-hole population, as shown in Fig. 3 
(c). Note that
shows similar time-dependent behavior for stress at high or high (low ) and is therefore linked to impact ionization-induced hot-hole generation in the substrate. Hot-hole-induced bulk-trap generation is well accounted for by the modified anode hole injection (m-AHI) model for TDDB [26] . It is important to note that impact ionization under high occurs deeper in the substrate bulk than that under high . Therefore, to achieve similar hot-hole injection at the oxide and hence similar (as per the m-AHI model), has to be increased by a much higher amount than corresponding increase in to account for scattering and energy-loss effects [27] .
As a further proof of the role of hot holes behind bulk-trap generation, Fig. 4(a) correlates obtained from data at various stress versus the quantum yield (QY) of hot-hole generation for 36-A and 26-A p-MOSFETs in inversion at RT.
is a signature of the rate at which increases after break, while QY is a signature of impact ionization-induced hot-hole generation under high or , as explained in Fig. 3 . Note that QY is defined as ( is S/D current) and is obtained from carrier separation measurements [28] . Excellent correlation over a wide range supports the role of hot holes behind increase at longer stress times. time exponent of bulk-trap generation, is the measured bulk-trap density at and and and are the voltage and temperature acceleration factors. The parameters k, , and were obtained from the m-AHI model for TDDB [26] . Note that the smaller contribution at low (since impact ionization and hot-hole generation are small) does not affect overall within the measurement time window. However, due to strong acceleration of it affects overall at early times as is increased, as shown clearly in Fig. 4(b) . Note that the long-time drastic increase in at high stress is a serious concern because it severely affects device lifetime especially for thick I/O p-MOSFETs. The above discussion suggests that during NBT stress needs to be carefully chosen to avoid impact ionization and hot-hole generation as much as possible. This is very important especially during burn-in conditions, where high voltages are routinely used to reduce test time and improper lifetime projection may lead to mischaracterized yield loss.
Interface-Trap Generation at Low Voltages: So far, we have discussed hot-hole-induced bulk-trap generation (and subsequent hole trapping) under high stress (or ). In the following discussion, we show that NBTI at low stress (when generation and hole trapping is absent) is due to interface traps only. Fig. 5 correlates to measured at for 26-A p-MOSFETs in inversion under a wide range of stress . Owing to thinner , lower stress is required for the present case to obtain identical as a thicker device and the resulting QY is also very low (not shown). As mentioned before, in general can be due to both and . Note that generation shows a much stronger voltage dependence than generation, as also is evident from Fig. 4(b) . The possible reason is while buildup involves the chemical reaction of inversion layer holes and interfacial Si-H bonds (more on this in Section III-B, III-C), generation involves generation and subsequent injection of hot holes into the oxide bulk [26] . Therefore, it is expected that if is present, it will cause higher for a given as is increased and the contribution from will be increasingly higher at higher stress . However, excellent versus correlation over a wide range of supports the absence of generation (and subsequent hole trapping) and hence is purely due to alone. It is therefore clear that hot-hole-induced generation as well as trapped hole concentration is negligible or absent during low to moderate NBT stress. Next we discuss the possible generation of oxide charges in addition to interface traps during NBT stress. Since bulk trap generation is negligible for proper NBT stress at low and the density of pre-existing bulk traps are low for good quality thermally grown (nonnitrided) oxide, the presence of trapped oxide charge is unlikely. However, note that there exist reports [19] that say that the generation of interface traps and fixed charges have common physical origin and they are strongly correlated. In such a case, will be proportional to and both will be strongly correlated for all values of (as long as bulk-trap generation is absent). However, in such a case, the overall shift can be completely predicted from generation (within some proportionality constant). It is therefore clear from the above discussion that the overall device degradation under carefully chosen, proper NBTI stress conditions can be modeled by modeling interface-trap generation only. In Sections III-B-III-D, we therefore focus on the physics of interface degradation during NBT stress.
B. Factors Influencing Interface-Trap Generation
It is believed that generation results from broken Si-H bonds at the interface [19] and is triggered either by inversion layer holes (chemical reaction) [20] or by hot electrons injected from the gate (kinetic reaction) [29] , as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . It is therefore important to identify the contribution of and (energy and field dependence), as well as that of inversion hole density and electron tunneling current from gate poly. Fig. 6 shows for 26-A pand n-MOSFETs stressed at RT in inversion (inv) and accumulation (acc).
was measured at a fixed gate overdrive , which nullifies any trapped charge effect and reflects mobility degradation. Note that due to differences in , for identical during inversion and accumulation stress. Based on the discussion of Section III-A, is due to for low (all time) and for high (initially), while at high the long-time increase (after break-off from initial trend) is governed by (bulk traps close to the interface can inflict mobility degradation). It is clearly shown that depends on: 1)
, i.e., p-MOSFET stressed in inversion and n-MOSFET stressed in accumulation show similar at identical and not at identical and 2) hole density (P), i.e., for identical , is largest for p-MOSFET stressed in inversion and n-MOSFET stressed in accumulation (holes at interface), followed by p-MOSFET stressed in accumulation (holes tunnel from poly gate) and n-MOSFET stressed in inversion (holes generate and tunnel from poly gate). As a further proof that it is the inversion holes and not the hot electrons (tunneling from gate) that are responsible for the reaction process for p-MOSFETs under inversion stress, Fig. 7 plots ( , being the oxide capacitance) at as a function of: inversion hole density [ Fig. 7(a) ], total energy dissipated by hot electrons tunneling from gate [ Fig. 7(b) ], and maximum energy of injected electrons in the ballistic limit [ Fig. 7(c) ]. Excellent correlation is observed with inversion holes, but not with hot electron energy, for a wide range of . This clearly suggests that inversion hole density plays a role in dissociating the interfacial Si-H bonds during NBT stress.
It is therefore evident from the above discussion that both inversion hole density and oxide field (and not electron gate current or gate voltage) are responsible for NBTI.
C. Physics of Interface-Trap Generation Mechanism and Universal Scaling
The R-D model states that generation is due to the dissociation of Si-H bonds at the interface (reaction) and subsequent movement of released hydrogen species away from the interface (diffusion), which leaves behind Si-dangling bonds (interface traps) [18] - [22] . Based on the discussion of Section III-B, we propose the following mechanism for generation. Inversion layer holes tunnel into the oxide and interact with Si-H bonds. While the exact nature of this interaction is yet unknown, one possibility can be that the holes get captured and take away one electron from the Si-H bonds and make them weak. The weakened Si-H bonds then get broken by thermal excitation or otherwise. The released hydrogen species (assumed neutral) either diffuse away from the interface and leaves behind Si-( generation), or reacts back with Si-and form Si-H ( passivation). It is important to note that the magnitude of is equal to the number of released H atoms at any given instant of time. It has been shown [21] that the reaction process control at early times, while the long-time is governed by the diffusion process. The R-D model is schematically explained in Fig. 8 . The time evolution of generation is modeled by the following equations [10] , [21] , [22] :
where is chosen at the SiO interface and points toward SiO -poly interface, , P, , respectively, are densities of initial Si-H bonds, inversion holes and released hydrogen species; , are Si-H bond dissociation and self anneal rates and D is the diffusivity of hydrogen species. Note that the first equation deals with the forward (dissociation) and reverse (selfanneal) reaction while the second equation governs the diffusion of hydrogen species away from the interface. The analytical solution of the above equations can be obtained as follows [22] . Since the total number of generated must be equal to the number of released hydrogen species, we can write , where x(t) is the position of the hydrogen diffusion front at a time t. From (2b) one can write and from (2a) one can write , where it is assumed that both the forward and reverse reactions are very fast compared to the net generation rate, so that one can assume . By rearranging the above relations and eliminating , one can finally write (2c) which can be used to scale all interface trap generation data as discussed later.
Before proceeding further, we would like to point out the proof behind the assumed charge neutrality of the diffusing hydrogen species. It is shown [21] that generation (hydrogen diffusion away from the interface) and anneal (hydrogen diffusion toward the interface) during AC NBTI stress is symmetric in time and the amount of recovery is independent of gate bias (positive as well as negative) during the annealing phase [17] . This is only possible if the diffusion species is charge neutral. Moreover, it has been demonstrated [20] that the solution of the R-D model with a charged species shows a time power-law exponent of 0.5, which is never observed for generation under NBT stress. Of the two possible forms of neutral hydrogen species ( and ), it has been shown that is unstable in bulk SiO and forms or [30] . However, the unstable form of was shown for thick bulk samples and it remains to be seen what distance the diffuses before it converts to a more stable form. If this distance is larger than the oxide thickness, then it is possible to have diffusion as well. Finally, it has been recently shown [31] that the solution of the R-D equation with neutral and results in a time power law between 0.165 and 0.25, respectively. Since this is very much in the range of the observed values, we believe it is possible to have either and/or as the diffusing species. The above arguments suggest the diffusion species is neutral, as will be confirmed later in the paper. Fig. 9 explains a remarkable, but previously unappreciated feature of the R-D model for generation. The versus t relation (2c) for any stress and T can be scaled to a universal versus relation, where and [22] . The tunneling of inversion holes and their subsequent interaction Fig. 9 . Schematic of the proposed y-axis and x-axis scaling scheme for timedependent interface-trap generation data taken at any arbitrary stress E and T (Section III-C). with Si-H bonds is lumped into (a function of ) and Ea is the activation of the hydrogen diffusion process. Assuming neutral hydrogen diffusion and that any T dependence of [32] is absorbed in Ea, the parameters and become functions of only and T respectively. In other words, given the voltage dependence of P as , the y-axis of all versus t data at various stress (constant T) can be uniquely scaled using (which contains all bias dependence) to a universal relation. Similarly, the x-axis of versus t data at various stress T (constant ) can be uniquely scaled using (which contains all temperature dependence) to a universal relation. Note that T activation of can be due to the activation of diffusion as well as the activation of forward and reverse reactions. It is assumed that any (small) T activation of the net reaction (ratio of forward to reverse reaction) is lumped into the T activation of the diffusion process. Fig. 10 shows that according to the above scaling scheme, data obtained for 36-A p-MOSFETs stressed in inversion under various (RT and ) and T (constant ) can be scaled into unique universal relation. Note that stress was chosen so that impact ionization and effects are negligible, and therefore is purely due to only. Fig. 11 shows versus and the T activation of D obtained from scaling and T-dependent data, respectively. shows an exponential dependence that bears signature of the hole tunneling process. The T activation of D yields , which suggests neutral diffusion [33] . Based on the above discussion, to a first order, generation at any and T can be modeled by the following equation:
where n is the power-law time exponent and K is the field acceleration pre-factor. In addition to demonstrating the method to determine the exact diffusion species, we believe the above scaling scheme will considerably reduce the required amount of experimental data and help future data analysis efforts.
We note one puzzling feature of the above generation model. For high stress , at short stress times remains unchanged compared to that during case despite reduction in inversion hole density (due to body effect shift). We speculate that hot holes generated at high have enhanced tunneling probability since they see a reduced potential barrier, which offsets the reduction in inversion hole density and therefore holes available (in the oxide) for reaction with Si-H bonds remain essentially unchanged. In the present model, any hole energy dependence is absorbed in . Detailed investigation of the impact of hole energy on Si-H bond dissociation is outside the scope of the present paper. Finally, we would like to point out that because of hot-hole-induced enhanced NBTI, it is very difficult to directly isolate the effect of hole density and oxide field by applying a reverse substrate bias during stress [12] .
D. Diffusion Enhanced Interface-Trap Generation
For thick , hydrogen diffusion always takes place inside the gate oxide and the diffusion front would take a very long time to reach the SiO interface. However for thinner , the diffusion front can reach the SiO interface within the measurement time window. As mentioned in Section III-C, the long time rate is governed by the rate of hydrogen removal away from the interface. Due to higher diffu- sivity of hydrogen in poly than in SiO , it is expected that once the diffusion front moves inside the poly it will trigger faster hydrogen removal and in turn will cause higher generation. Indeed, detailed numerical solution of the R-D equations predicts such an effect [18] . This is schematically explained within the framework of the R-D model in Fig. 8 . Fig. 12 shows for 26-A p-MOSFETs stressed in inversion under various at and under various T at low . The stress values are chosen to have negligible hot-hole-induced bulk-trap generation. As expected, increases with and T and shows a dependence with at RT for all stress times and for higher T at early stress times. However, as T is increased, breaks off from the initial trend (at ) and increases at longer time. This long-time increase is higher at higher T but does not depend on . Note that reduces (the break appears earlier in time) and the post-break slope increases with increase in T. On the other hand, both and remain insensitive to and the long-time increase is observed for very low values of as long as stressing is done at higher T. Absence of activation (see Section III-A) suggests enhanced is not hole energy activated, but purely a T activated process [11] , [34] .
Enhanced being a T-dependent, independent timedelayed phenomenon is therefore related to the diffusion of neutral H (or ) species. Since enhanced is only T dependent, the T activation of H (or ) diffusion and the onset of enhancement should be identical. To validate this, Fig. 13(a) plots the reciprocal of and D as a function of 1/kT. D is determined using the x-axis scaling of fixed and T varying data obtained before (see Section III-C). Extracted Ea once again suggests diffusion and similar Ea of and D correlate to diffusion front reaching the SiO interface and enhanced after that to faster diffusion in poly. As a further proof, Fig. 13(b) plots as a function of . The reduction of with is due to faster arrival of front at the SiO interface, thereby qualitatively confirming the above hypothesis. However, we note one puzzling feature regarding the strong quantitative dependence of on . The solution of (2b) suggests that the diffusion front should reach the poly interface at time , which suggests a much weaker dependence of on than observed. Though we do not understand it yet, one possibility is that due to the dispersive nature of transport in SiO the diffusion of front will slow down and take longer time (than predicted by the above relation) to reach the poly interface. This effect will be much pronounced at higher and therefore it is possible to have larger dependence of on . We also note that there can be some uncertainty in determining the exact due to relaxation effects [17] , and this is particularly relevant for thinner where appears at very short time. Although initial estimates show that this could indeed be the case, we wish to explore this in future. Fig. 14 shows the dependence of ten years and , extrapolated from the initial (before ) and post-break (after ) trends of the time-dependent degradation data. For all stress , ten years , and is an order of magnitude larger when extrapolated from post-break trends compared to that when extrapolated from pre-break trends. More importantly, ten years and show similar -dependent slopes, irrespective of whether extrapolated from initial or post-break trends. The similarity of pre-and post-break slopes is consistent with enhanced BTI not being activated and confirms the absence of hot-hole effects. Likewise, the similarity of and slopes is consistent with strong correlation of and (Fig. 5 ) and confirms the absence of for such stress conditions.
IV. CONCLUSION
Negative bias temperature instability of p-MOSFET parameters is systematically analyzed. Both interface and bulk traps are found to affect overall parameter degradation at any arbitrary bias and temperature (T). It is found that the overall degradation is due to: 1) standard generation caused by Si-H bond rupture at interface (governed by inversion hole density and electric field ) and subsequent diffusion of in gate oxide (activated by T); 2) enhanced generation after front reaches the SiO interface and triggers faster H removal from interface due to faster diffusion in poly (strongly activated by T and not by ); and 3) generation due to impact ionization-induced hot holes at high stress and subsequent hole trapping in the generated traps. Both enhanced and cause long-time BTI increase that break-off from the initial trend governed by (1) .
For larger oxide thickness , enhanced is delayed in time and therefore enhanced degradation at high is caused by . Though not a serious concern for low voltage thin gate oxide circuits, can affect the overall reliability of high voltage thick gate oxide circuits and warrants careful analysis. It is also important that accelerated stress voltages for a given are carefully chosen to avoid unwanted effects, which otherwise will result in completely pessimistic lifetime projection.
is negligible for thinner gate oxides stressed at low to medium . However, for such devices, the long-time enhancement significantly shortens device the lifetime. Enhanced is shown to be more pronounced at thinner that strongly influence long-time degradation and impacts device lifetime and therefore calls for careful attention.
Finally, generation, when properly scaled, is shown to follow a universal behavior in time. The proposed scaling scheme will considerably help all future data analysis efforts.
